




Canadian-Polish Art Initiatives return to Nuit Blanche with Concurrence II,
a showcase of contemporary art featuring guest artists from Gdansk, Poland. 
Meeting together for one night, 13 artists bring their unique international
experiences, professional successes and future perspectives to share with
their peers and pubic. The event's aim is to encourage a dialogue and 
create an exchange of ideas between emerging artists and new audiences.

The theme of Concurrence refers to a rare vision of the young artists’ 
development from their origins, to the present and beyond. It is in this
moment of exploring their individual paths across continents, cultures, 
styles, ideas and media that Nuit Blanche happens. With various points of 
departure the artists harmoniously blend global influences with fine art and 
design practices, thus capturing creative expression as a process in motion.

The event takes place at the SPK building, historically used to house
cultural events for the Canadian Polish community in Toronto. This
two-story building, complete with a stage, banquet hall and ample 
exhibition space, transforms into a multi-sensory environment where,
for one exciting night, 13 winding paths cross.

Curated by Ania Biczysko and Julia Olesiak

Concurrence 1: the simultaneous occurrence of events or circumstances, 2: the meeting of concurrent lines
 in a point, 3: agreement or union in action [ http://www.merriam-webster.com]
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CONCURRENCE II | Nuit Blanche 2009
A Multi-disciplinary Art Exhibition by Emerging Artists from Canada and Poland
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Piotr Adas lives and works in Toronto Canada. 

Brett Despotovich is a Toronto-based artist and event co-ordinator. 

"The three large canvasses exhibited at Concurrence II follow and elaborate on the symbolism established in the artist’s recent work. The full length portrait 
diptych of the artist and his wife, artist Katherine Piro, explore the coupling of mythologies with personal histories and personality traits. In Brett’s we see 
the juxtaposition of the legend of St. George, with the dragon substituted for the albatross in reference to "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner."  In Katherine’s 
portrait we witness a brutal union between the stories of the flaying of the Satyr Marsyas with the Pagan Norse myth of Freyja‘s necklace. The third canvas, 
again a portrait of the artist, depicts the apparition of a Herald while receiving a lap dance at a Gentleman’s Club." 

Originally from New Zealand, Agnieszka Foltyn moved to Toronto in 1991. Her education has been in French, graduating high school from Collège 
Français in 2005. For ten years she attended the National Ballet School of Canada continuing dance at the Bayview School of Ballet. Agnieszka moved 
to Montreal in 2005 to attend Concordia University, enrolled in a major of studio arts and art history. Since then she has completed her degree, specializing
 in drawing, but using a variety of disciplines such as painting, performance, installation, and public art to inform her work.

"Dance and movement inspire my drawings. I see my drawings as a dialogue between the materials I have used, the location, the potential audience, 
and myself. I focus on dualities, using contrast as a means of creating volume, and line as a contrast to planes of painted space. There is a tension between 
the positive and negative areas of the drawings, where the viewer’s perception can be used to create and re-create movement in the drawings. I want the 
viewer to feel the physical presence of the subject and the potential of movement outside of the two-dimensional surface. My recent work has been focusing 
on interactions between bodies and the space they occupy, using public spaces and mixed media installations in conjunction with performance, drawing, 
music and dance."

Lukas Geronimas was born in Toronto in May of 1980. He studied visual art at the Etobicoke School of the Arts, then received a bachelors degree in 
Commerce at the University of British Columbia Sauder School of Business. He will be completing his Master of Fine Arts in Sculpture at the Milton Avery 
Graduate School of the Arts at Bard College in July of 2010. Lukas lives in Brooklyn, NY.

"Does art have a value? What value do you place on meaning? Where do you find meaning; in the sensible or in the idea? Can a good idea be sensed? 
Does it matter if it's good or not when it's able to generate a remarkable experience? What value do you place on experience? What if something you think 
is good is actually bad? Can that happen? It happens. It happens all the time. I try not to worry about it."



Mars Horodyski is a 2004 graduate of the Film Studies program at Ryerson and a CFC Director's Lab alumni. Her films have screened at various festivals 
and won several awards including The Norman Jewison Filmmaker Award for her film "Lemonade" and the Golden Remi for her CFC short "Spoonfed". 
Along with her dramatic work Mars also enjoys documentary work. She ultimately hopes to create films that challenge and entertain a universal audience. 
 www.cinemars.ca

"HUMAN RESOURCE"
Short, Psychological Thriller
"In this recession finding a job can be a cut-throat business."
Directed by Mars Horodyski
Written by Lynne Kamm, Produced by Lindsay Ellis
Cinematography Pasha Patriki, Editing Tiffany Beaudin
Starring Matthew MacFadzean & Kirk Brillion

'NODE HORO' stands for Now Our Dreams Eternal Our Naturally Elite. Born in North West Africa, Kolea, Algeria in the mid eighties of Polish parents, 
Adam Horodyski (aka NODE HORO) is aware of the spiritual guidance of both Allah and Jesus Christ. The teachings of Christ and Allah mathematics
become aids in the creation of Adam’s art and music.  Adam, who considers himself a Larconian poet, is also a musician, screenplay writer, and above 
all a true believer in the spiritual realms of mysticism.

"The oriels of circumstances have been foretold - I plunge into the mysticism of art. I am interested in the telling of many stories as I stand on the brink 
of an imaginary land held within my canvas. I am guided by a quick equation and with a sense of prophecy I follow." 

With an architecture background Margaret Krawecka is a scenographer, theatre-maker and an installation artist. Her interdisciplinary work explores 
inner states of being and giving form to that which cannot be expressed in words. Margaret also collaborates as director-designer with movement-based 
performers and sound designers in a 'theatre of the image.’

"Fragment explores the phenomenon of cultural displacement using my 'tripartite' identity as the subject. With a lifetime of movement between three 
continents, disparate places and their memories fuse together into a surprising new landscape, an impossible space at once magical and monstrous."



Nick Kozak is a Polish-Canadian living throughout the world. Nick has, since the age of 16, travelled independently throughout North and South America, 
Europe, and Asia visiting over 70 countries. Nick has combined his world travels with studies, work and photography. Through his lens Nick observes the 
most drastic as well as subtle aspects of humankind. In the last two years Nick has exhibited his photographs in galleries and public spaces in Poland, Canada, 
England, Bangladesh, and China. Nick’s photographs have been purchased and printed in a number of publications in Canada, Germany, Poland, UK, US, and 
other. | www.nickkozak.com

"China’s one child only policy has resulted in 90 million single child families.  A survey of Chinese youth today, called ‘The Birth of Individuality’, has shown 
there is a growing consensus among them that it is ‘cool’ to be independent. Through photographing some of the most fashionably eye-catching individuals 
in the streets of Dalian, China, the project aims to show a trend towards individuality and a growing consumer culture that is becoming increasingly open 
to the outside world."

A graduate of the Gdansk Academy of Fine Art in Poland, Adriana Majdzinska is currently an assistant at in the sculpture department. Her main focus 
includes sculpture and drawing. She has participated in and organized several exhibitions and projects in Poland, France, Germany, Sweden, Latvia and Estonia. 

Graffiti artist, painter, illustrator, Milosz Olesiak combines graphic precision, drawing skills and intellect for an imaginative interpretation of the world
around him. The collection shown at Concurrence II includes personal portraits depicting family members and friends, as well as, a series of illustrations and 
sketches based on a mash-up of cultural influences rooted in European sensibilities and North-American values. The result is often uncomfortable and border-
ing on the bizarre, just as the personalities of his many characters, which exist unable to be ‘boxed in’ reveal a reality of their own.

ABOUT THE ARTISTS...



After completing his studies in Engineering at Ryerson University, Chris Parker branched toward design and innovation, sculpture and craft. Presently 
completing his BA in Industrial Design at the Ontario College of Art & Design, his artistic emphasis is on sculpture and amusement.  His works are explorations 
in structure, texture and experience.  

We borrow our sticks
from the forest floors;
fallen ones, but strong.
To build without reason.
Many hands make light
work of joining them all,
guided mostly by whims
but sometimes a plan.
Making, together, a mass
of tangled climbing sprawl. 

A member of the Polish Theatre Group – Theatre Polonia, Natalia Paruzel peformed in several productions and is a recipient of the Turzanski Foundation 
Young Talent Award. She attended Etobicoke School of the Arts, double majoring in Drama and Photography.  A graduate of the University of Toronto, 
she completed an Honours Bachelor of Arts, followed by a Masters Degree in History. Natalia has spent the last 5 years balancing her passion for creativity 
and business by working in advertising agencies in Warsaw and Toronto. This is Natalia’s second year exhibiting at Nuit Blanche.

"We live in a consumer culture in which we consume not to fulfill our basic needs but as a way of trying to conceive and sustain who we are and what we feel 
best represents us. The brands we choose are predicated on conceptions about beauty, affluence, status and our desire to become that which the brands 
offer.   Often we define our identity by that which we consume. The installation, "Shopping for an Identity," is a snapshot of this hyper-consumerism – one in 
which the human body has been fully absorbed by the act of consumption."

A Graduate of the Sculpture Department at the Fine Art Academy in Gdansk, Poland, Tomasz Sobisz continues to pursue his academic career specializing 
in sculpture. He exhibits as part of symposiums, group and individual exhibitions in Europe. Tomasz received several  scholarships and prizes, including the 
Grand Prix from the Ministry of Arts and Culture in Poland, 1998 as an author of monuments and memorials including small architectural projects in Germany, 
Sweden and Canada.
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WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR SPONSORS FOR THEIR GENEROUS SUPPORT:

Consulate General of the Republic of Poland

Polish Combatants Association (SPK)

Dr. Joanna Horodyski

Abraham Hussein & team at Print Zone

To support the growth of the Concurrence exhibition series, please contact:
Ania Biczysko | e. ania@artinitiatives.ca t. 416.522.4291 
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